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Professor Emeritus Robert S. Quimby examines the strategic and tactical revolution that swept through the French military
hierarchy in the Eighteenth Century and forged the superb instrument that became lethal in the hands of Napoleon and his
generals. “The period from the opening of the War of the Spanish Succession to the meeting of the Estates-General is generally
looked upon as a period of decadence in the history of the French Army. Compared with the great days of Louis XIV or with those
of the Revolution and Napoleon this estimate seems correct enough. It was a period of many humiliations. The disasters inflicted
upon France by Marlborough and Prince Eugene were followed by the much more humiliating failures of the Seven Years’ War. Yet
the record is not without its glorious moments. During the War of the Austrian Succession, a series of brilliant successes was won
under the leadership of the great Saxe. If the combat record of the French Army was, to say the least, uneven during the eighteenth
century, such was not the case with its intellectual achievements. The French Army stood foremost among all those of Europe in
this respect. Throughout most of the years of the century, there was a great intellectual ferment within the Army leading to major
developments in ideas and in material improvement. Within a few years after the War of the Spanish Succession, books began to
appear, pointing out defects in the tactics then in use and proposing changes. After the Seven Years’ War, the number of such
books greatly increased. The result was to stimulate an ardent and at times acrimonious debate. Book countered book; pamphlets
and memorials multiplied. Gradually, through the abandonment of more extreme ideas, a compromise was worked out. Embodied
in the Ordinance of 1791, this became the basis for the tactics of the Wars of the French Revolution and of Napoleon.”-Introduction.
In Napoleon and the Operational Art of War, the leading scholars of Napoleonic military history provide the most authoritative
analysis of Napoleon’s battlefield success and ultimate failure in a work that features the very best of campaign military history.
In From Flintlock to Rifle, Professor Ross traces the development of infantry tactics from the mid-eighteenth century, when infantry
fought in rigid linear formations, until the second half of the nineteenth century, by which time infantrymen with rifled weapons
were learning to advance in open order and use aimed fire. The author demonstrates that this transition in tactics involved social
and technological change as well as military innovation. Old Regime armies, recruited from a narrow social base and armed with
slow-firing, short-range, inaccurate weapons, relied upon harsh discipline and formalized evolutions to attain tactical proficiency.
When the French Royal Army collapsed it was replaced with a mass citizen army. This contained elements of the old tactical
system but placed a new emphasis on mobility, flexibility, and individual initiative. Napoleon's rivals either imitated aspects of the
French system or sought to copy the spirit of the new tactics, engineering social reforms from above and creating their own citizen
armies. After 1815, generals and politicians continued to develop tactical doctrines that embodied the lessons of the Napoleonic
wars. Industrialization had a swift impact on weapons technology and firearms improved in range, accuracy, and rate of fire. As a
result, military men had to modify their drill and battle tactics to cope with increased firepower. A process initiated by the French
Revolution was thus accelerated by the Industrial Revolution.
The essential bibliography of the Napoleonic Wars
War and Culture in the French Empire from Louis XIV to Napoleon
The Military Enlightenment
The Russo-Turkish War, 1768-1774
Napoleon; a History of the Art of War: From the beginning of the Consulate to the end of the Friedland campaign, with a detailed
account of the Napoleonic wars
The Battle of The Three Emperors
Reconstructing the Great Clashes of the Ancient World
A Collection of Essays and Lectures, 1891-1903

The Russo-Turkish War was one of the most decisive conflicts of the 18th century. In this book, Brian Davies offers
a thorough survey of the war and explains why it was crucial to the political triumph of Catherine the Great, the
southward expansion of the Russian Empire, and the rollback of Ottoman power from southeastern Europe. The
war completed the incorporation of Ukraine into the Russian Empire, ended the independence of the great
Cossack hosts, removed once and for all the military threat from the Crimean Khanate, began the partitions of
Poland, and encouraged Catherine II to plan projects to complete the "liberation" of the lower Danubian and
Balkan Slavs and Greeks. The war legitimated and secured the power of Catherine II, finally made the Pontic
steppe safe for agricultural colonization, and won ports enabling Russia to control the Black Sea and become a
leading grain exporter. Traditionally historians (Sorel, for example) have treated this war as the beginning of the
"Eastern Question," the question of how the European powers should manage the decline of the Ottoman Empire.
A thorough grasp of the Russo-Turkish War is essential to understanding the complexity and volatility of
diplomacy in 18th-century Europe. This book will be an invaluable resource for all scholars and students on
European military history and the history of Eastern Europe.
Despite the growing number of books designed to radically reconsider the educational value of video games as
powerful learning tools, there are very few practical guidelines conveniently available for prospective history and
social studies teachers who actually want to use these teaching and learning tools in their classes. As the games
and learning field continues to grow in importance, Gaming the Past provides social studies teachers and teacher
educators help in implementing this unique and engaging new pedagogy. This book focuses on specific examples
to help social studies educators effectively use computer simulation games to teach critical thinking and historical
analysis. Chapters cover the core parts of conceiving, planning, designing, and implementing simulation based
lessons. Additional topics covered include: Talking to colleagues, administrators, parents, and students about the
theoretical and practical educational value of using historical simulation games. Selecting simulation games that
are aligned to curricular goals Determining hardware and software requirements, purchasing software, and
preparing a learning environment incorporating simulations Planning lessons and implementing instructional
strategies Identifying and avoiding common pitfalls Developing activities and assessments for use with simulation
games that facilitate the interpretation and creation of established and new media Also included are sample unit
and lesson plans and worksheets as well as suggestions for further reading. The book ends with brief profiles of
the majority of historical simulation games currently available from commercial vendors and freely on the
Internet.
In this volume, Professor Colin Gray develops and applies the theory and scholarship on the allegedly historical
practice of the 'Revolution in Military Affairs' (RMA), in order to improve our comprehension of how and why
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strategy 'works'. The author explores the RMA hypothesis both theoretically and historically. The book argues that
the conduct of an RMA has to be examined as a form of strategic behaviour, which means that, of necessity, it
must "work" as strategy works. The great RMA debate of the 1990s is reviewed empathetically, though sceptically,
by the author, with every major school of thought allowed its day in court. The author presents three historical
RMAs as case studies for his argument: those arguably revealed in the wars of the French Revolution and
Napoleon; in World War I; and in the nuclear age. The focus of his analysis is how these grand RMAs functioned
strategically. The conclusions that he draws from these empirical exercises are then applied to help us understand
what, indeed, is - and what is not - happening with the much vaunted information-technology-led RMA of today.
A guide to handling cavalry and men on the field of battle. Chapters included are an introduction to war, strategy,
employment of cavalry, notes on Wellington, modern tactics and much more. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We
are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.
Blundering to Glory
Revolutions in Military Affairs and the Evidence of History
Napoleonic Wars
The Operational Art of the Great Campaigns
Napoleonic Warfare: The Operational Art of the Great Campaigns
Napoleon and His Guard
Napoleon's Military Campaigns

Was Napoleon the 'heir' of the French Revolution, the great consolidator of its reforms,
or did he distort and even abandon its principles? What were the aims and effects of
Napoleonic rule in France and in conquered Europe more widely? This second edition of The
Napoleonic Empire offers a critical reassessment of these central issues and provides a
fresh synthesis of the most important research during the past forty years. Beginning
with Napoleon's inheritance, Geoffrey Ellis balances the conflicting evidence for change
or continuity over the years from the Revolutionary upheaval to the height of the 'Grand
Empire'. The new edition: - Covers the administrative, military, social and economic
aspects of the subject - Redefines the whole impact of Napoleonic imperialism in both the
short and longer term - Offers more extensive coverage of Napoleon's treatment of the
annexed lands and subject states of his Empire, as well as of military conscription,
desertion, and the role of the Gendarmerie in the war against brigands and military
defaulters - Provides an expanded discussion of the institutional legacy of Napoleonic
rule in France and Europe With an up-dated and more comprehensive bibliography, this
thoroughly revised text is an invaluable guide to Napoleon's Europe and is ideal for
specialist and general readers alike.
First published in 1995 to great critical acclaim, The Wars of Napoleon provides students
with a comprehensive survey of the Napoleonic Wars around the central theme of the scale
of French military power and its impact on other European states, from Portugal to Russia
and from Scandinavia to Sicily. The book introduces the reader to the rise of Napoleon
and the wider diplomatic and political context before analysing such subjects as how
France came to dominate Europe; the impact of French conquest and the spread of French
ideas; the response of European powers; the experience of the conflicts of 1799–1815 on
such areas of the world as the West Indies, India and South America; the reasons why
Napoleon’s triumph proved ephemeral; and the long-term impact of the period. This second
edition has been revised throughout to include a completely re-written section on
collaboration and resistance, a new chapter on the impact of the Napoleonic Wars in the
wider world and material on the various ways in which women became involved in, or were
affected by, the conflict. Thoroughly updated and offering students a view of the subject
that challenges many preconceived ideas, The Wars of Napoleon remains an essential
resource for all students of the French Revolutionary Wars as well as students of
European and military history during this period.
The Habsburg Empire's grand strategy for outmaneuvering and outlasting stronger rivals in
a complicated geopolitical world The Empire of Habsburg Austria faced more enemies than
any other European great power. Flanked on four sides by rivals, it possessed few of the
advantages that explain successful empires. Yet somehow Austria endured, outlasting
Ottoman sieges, Frederick the Great, and Napoleon. A. Wess Mitchell tells the story of
how this cash-strapped, polyglot empire survived for centuries in Europe's most dangerous
neighborhood without succumbing to the pressures of multisided warfare. He shows how the
Habsburgs played the long game in geopolitics, corralling friend and foe alike into
voluntarily managing the empire's lengthy frontiers and extending a benign hegemony
across the turbulent lands of middle Europe. The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire
offers lessons on how to navigate a messy geopolitical map, stand firm without the
advantage of military predominance, and prevail against multiple rivals.
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This paper involves an in-depth study of the art of command at all three levels of
warfare. It examines this art through the eyes of one of Napoleon’s ablest Marshals,
Louis N. Davout. The paper addresses and accomplishes three primary goals. First, it
defines the art of command and shows its relevance to modern day warfare. Second, the
paper shows that Marshal Davout was the best of Napoleon’s generals and had an art of
command that rivaled the Emperor himself. Finally, the paper demonstrates how Davout was
instrumental in winning the battle of Abensberg-Eckmühl. The study proves that Marshal
Davout displayed an art of command at Abensberg-Eckmühl that ensured success for Napoleon
during the early phases of his Austrian campaign of 1809. It does this through a detailed
analysis of his actions throughout the five days of fighting from April 19 to April 23,
1809. The study then draws conclusions to help define the art of command from Davout’s
actions.
Infantry Tactics, 1740-1866
Absolute Emperor
The Emperor's Campaign with the Armée Du Nord, 1815; a Strategical and Tactical Study
Fighting Techniques of the Napoleonic Age
Lost Battles
Men of War
Military Review
The Military Enlightenment brings to light a radically new narrative both on the Enlightenment and the French armed forces from
Louis XIV to Napoleon. Christy Pichichero makes a striking discovery: the Geneva Conventions, post-traumatic stress disorder, the
military "band of brothers," and soldierly heroism all found their antecedents in the eighteenth-century French armed forces. From
Louis XIV through Napoleon, from Canada to the Caribbean and India, the military was one of the few institutions of the Old Regime
to transform progressive theories into practice, actually operationalizing the Enlightenment. Pichichero isolates and examines a
crisis in consciousness that has characterized attitudes toward war from the eighteenth century until today. The demands of global
political power warrant an ever more formidable and efficient fiscal-military state, and at the same time, awareness of the "human
factor" generates the desire to minimize the devastation of war on cities and landscapes, and civilians, as well as the mind, body,
and heart of the soldier. Readers of The Military Enlightenment will be startled to learn of the many ways in which French military
officers, administrators, and medical personnel advanced ideas of human and political rights, military psychology, and social
justice.
This book explores fundamental questions about grand strategy, as it has evolved across generations and countries. It provides an
overview of the ancient era of grand strategy and a detailed discussion of its philosophical, military, and economic foundations in
the modern era. The author investigates these aspects through the lenses of four approaches - those of historians, social
scientists, practitioners, and military strategists. The main goal is to provide contemporary policy makers and scholars with a
historic and analytic framework in which to evaluate and conduct grand strategy. By providing greater analytical clarity about
grand strategy and describing its nature and its utility for the state, this book presents a comprehensive theory on the practice of
grand strategy in order to articulate the United States' past, present, and future purpose and position on the world stage.
Includes over 200 maps, plans, diagrams and uniform prints Lt.-Col. Theodore Ayrault Dodge was a soldier of long and bloody
experience, having served with the Union Army of the Potomac during the American Civil War losing one of his legs during the
battle of Gettysburg. After the end of the war he settled down in retirement to write, he produced a number of excellent works on
the recently ended Civil War and his magnum opus “A History of the Art of War”, tracing the advances, changes and major
engagements of Western Europe. His work was split into twelve volumes, richly illustrated with cuts of uniforms, portraits and
maps, each focussing on periods of history headed by the most prominent military figure; Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar, Gustavus
Adolphus, Frederick the Great and finally Napoleon. Napoleon and the period which he dominated received such care and attention
that Dodge wrote four excellent, authoritative and detailed volumes on him. This second volume explores the beginning of
Napoleon’s ascension to the title of Emperor of the French and his defeat of all of the powers of Europe to his apogee of power in
1807. Napoleon’s thunderous campaign in Italy in 1800, his lightning campaign that culminated at Austerlitz in 1805 see the
Emperor in his full pomp scattering his Austrian and Russian foes. Concluding this volume are his campaigns against the
Prussians and Russians in 1806 and 1807, despite defeating his enemies roundly in battle his own finely trained Grande Armée was
starting to be bled to death. A well written, expansive and excellent classic.
The way an army thinks about and understands warfare has a tremendous impact on its organization, training, and operations. The
central ideas of that understanding form a nation's way of warfare that influences decisions on and off the battlefield. From the
disasters of the War of 1812, Winfield Scott ensured that America adopted a series of ideas formed in the crucible of the Wars of
the French Revolution and epitomized by Napoleon. Reflecting American cultural changes, these French ideas dominated
American warfare on the battlefields of the Mexican-American War, the American Civil War, the Spanish-American War, and World
War I. America remained committed to these ideas until cultural pressures and the successes of German Blitzkrieg from 1939 1940 led George C. Marshall to orchestrate the adoption of a different understanding of warfare. Michael A. Bonura examines
concrete battlefield tactics, army regulations, and theoretical works on war as they were presented in American army education
manuals, professional journals, and the popular press, to demonstrate that as a cultural construction, warfare and ways of warfare
can be transnational and influence other nations.
Catherine II and the Ottoman Empire
Napoleon and the Operational Art of War
Essays in Honor of Donald D. Horward
The Grand Strategy of the Habsburg Empire
The Science of War - A Collection of Essays and Lectures 1891-1903
Marshal Louis N. Davout And The Art Of Command
The Need for an Effective American Foreign Policy
This book is a comparative study of military operations conducted my modern states between the French Revolution and World War I. It
examines the complex relationship between political purpose and strategy on the one hand, and the challenge of realizing strategic
goals through military operations on the other. It argues further that following the experience of the Napoleonic Wars military strength
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was awarded a primary status in determining the comparative modernity of all the Great Powers; that military goals came progressively
to distort a sober understanding of the national interest; that a genuinely political and diplomatic understanding of national strategy
was lost; and that these developments collectively rendered the military and political catastrophe of 1914 not inevitable yet probable.
In the grand tradition of John Keegan’s enduring classic The Face of Battle comes a searing, unforgettable chronicle of war through the
eyes of the American soldiers who fought in three of our most iconic battles: Bunker Hill, Gettysburg, and Iwo Jima. This is not a book
about how great generals won their battles, nor is it a study in grand strategy. Men of War is instead a riveting, visceral, and
astonishingly original look at ordinary soldiers under fire. Drawing on an immense range of firsthand sources from the battlefield,
Alexander Rose begins by re-creating the lost and alien world of eighteenth-century warfare at Bunker Hill, the bloodiest clash of the
War of Independence—and reveals why the American militiamen were so lethally effective against the oncoming waves of British
troops. Then, focusing on Gettysburg, Rose describes a typical Civil War infantry action, vividly explaining what Union and Confederate
soldiers experienced before, during, and after combat. Finally, he shows how in 1945 the Marine Corps hurled itself with the greatest
possible violence at the island of Iwo Jima, where nearly a third of all Marines killed in World War II would die. As Rose demonstrates,
the most important factor in any battle is the human one: At Bunker Hill, Gettysburg, and Iwo Jima, the American soldier, as much as
any general, proved decisive. To an unprecedented degree, Men of War brings home the reality of combat and, just as important, its
aftermath in the form of the psychological and medical effects on veterans. As such, the book makes a critical contribution to military
history by narrowing the colossal gulf between the popular understanding of wars and the experiences of the soldiers who fight them.
Praise for Men of War “A tour de force . . . strikingly vivid, well-observed, and compulsively readable.”—The Daily Beast “Military
history at its best . . . This is indeed war up-close, as those who fought it lived it—and survived it if they could. Men of War is deeply
researched, beautifully written.”—The Wall Street Journal “A brilliant, riveting, unique book . . . Men of War will be a classic.”—General
David H. Petraeus, U.S. Army (Retired) “The fact is that Men of War moves and educates, with the reader finding something interesting
and intriguing on virtually every page.”—National Review “This is a book that has broad value to a wide audience. Whether the reader
aims to learn what actually happens in battle, draw on the military lessons within, or wrestle with what actually defines combat, Men of
War is a valuable addition to our understanding of this all-too-human experience.”—The New Criterion “A highly recommended addition
to the literature of military history . . . [Rose] writes vividly and memorably, with a good eye for the telling detail or anecdote.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “Using the firsthand accounts of brave soldiers who fought for freedom, Rose sheds new light on viewpoints
we haven’t heard as widely before. It’s a welcome perspective in an era where most people have no military experience to speak
of.”—The Washington Times “Rose poignantly captures the terror and confusion of hand-to-hand combat during the battle.”—The Dallas
Morning News “If you want to know the meaning of war at the sharp end, this is the book to read.”—James McPherson, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The War That Forged a Nation
This covers the early years of Napoleon Bonaparte's military career to the Emperor's defeat at Waterloo. Here is a brilliant analysis of
Napoleon's military strenths and weaknesses, as well as his many opponents' failures in the face of battle.
Presenting a significant new interpretation of Napoleonic warfare, Robert M. Epstein argues persuasively that the true origins of
modern war can be found in the Franco-Austrian War of 1809. Epstein contends that the 1809 war -- with its massive and evenly
matched armies, multiple theaters of operation, new command-and-control schemes, increased firepower, frequent stalemates, and
large-scale slaughter -- had more in common with the American Civil War and subsequent conflicts that with the decisive Napoleonic
campaigns that preceded it. - Jacket flap.
Equipment, Combat Skills, and Tactics
The Science of War
Using Video Games to Teach Secondary History
The American Soldier in Combat at Bunker Hill, Gettysburg, and Iwo Jima
Tactics and the Experience of Battle in the Age of Napoleon
Napoleon's Final Hours Of Conflict
from the Beginning of the French Revolution to the End of the 18th Century [Ill. Edition]

If you are interested in the Napoleonic period of history and like boardgames then this book is for you. The battle of Waterloo 1815 is creatively
reproduced within its pages, it contains all that is required to reproduce a boardgame that is intended to tactically test your gaming skills and
strategically expand your planning abilities. Waterloo is a chess game of the grandest scale, pieces flow about the battlefield with deliberate or
reactive movement, like any battle you never have complete control. Having just won a tactical victory at Wavre, Napoleon is preparing to inflict a
devastating defeat on the Allied British before Blücher can reinforce with his Prussians. Marshal Grouchy has been tasked with keeping Blücher
occupied whilst Napoleon deals with Wellington. The Allied British are defending the escarpment of Mont Sainte Jean and the French are facing
them from the ridgeline of Le Belle Alliance. An isolated fortified farmhouse of Hougoumont waits for the onslaught and Wellington issues Dutch
courage to his men. The date is the 18th of June 1815 and the day is not going to go as planned for Napoleon, this will be his final hours of conflict.
The gameboard is separated into four sections that fit together to recreate the battlefield of Waterloo. Counters and game markers will show the
location and current state of all formations across the battlefield. An ingenious game turn sequence allows for a balanced gameplay without giving
an evident advantage to either side. Victory is achieved by seizing objectives, causing attrition or capturing Napoleon. Rules of engagement have a
basic and advanced level of gameplay, the latter introduce, detachment counters with their specialist roles, formations and optional reactive
movement. The inclusion of unique historic events that occurred within the battle can be played out with an event card, this adds depth and realism to
each game. Waterloo is part of the Grand Empire series of battles that is creative board gaming in a book, it's when boardgames becomes wargames.
Produced to fit on a small tabletop, its ideal for a rainy day or just a weekend of enjoyment. All you need to recreate history are some six-sided dice
and your imagination.
Presented here, for the first time in any language, are more than 800 detailed biographies of the senior Russian officers who commanded troops in
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, together with 440 b&x portraits. This amazing study spans the critical years of 1792 to 1815, but also
includes those officers whose service fell before and after this period. Dr. Mikaberidze's The Russian Officer Corps is based upon years of research
in Russian archives. Each biography includes the subject’s place of birth, family history, educational background, a detailed description of his
military service, his awards and promotions, wounds, transfers, commands, and other related information, including the date and place of his death
and internment, if known. In addition to the biographies is an introductory chapter setting forth in meticulous detail the organization of the Russian
military, how it was trained, the educational and cultural background of the officer corps, its awards and their history and meaning, and much
more. This outstanding overview is supported and enhanced by three dozen charts, tables, and graphics that illustrate the rich history of the Russian
officer corps. This study also includes a Foreword by Dr. Donald H. Horward, and an annotated bibliography to help guide students of the period
through the available Russian sources. Stunning in its scope and depth of coverage, The Russian Officer Corps will be of tremendous use to
historians, scholars, genealogists, hobbyists, wargamers, and anyone working or studying late 18th and early 19th-century European history. Every
student of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, as well as every academic library, will find this impressive reference work absolutely
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indispensable. Serious readers of this momentous period of history cannot afford to be without this exceptional reference work. About the Author:
Alexander Mikaberidze is an assistant professor of history at Mississippi State University. He holds a law degree from the Republic of Georgia and a
Ph.D. in history from Florida State University, where he worked at the Institute on Napoleon and the French Revolution. He serves as president of
the Napoleonic Society of Georgia. In addition to his numerous articles on various Napoleonic-related topics, Dr. Mikaberidze's publications include
a biography of Napoleon in Georgian, two volumes on the Russo-Turkish War of 1806-1812, and the forthcoming Lion of the Russian Army: Life
and Career of General Peter Bagration
This carefully researched book provides an operational level analysis of European warfare from 1792 to 1815 that includes the tactics, operations,
and strategy of major conflicts of the time. • Integrates topics as diverse as naval warfare, maneuver warfare, compound warfare, and
counterinsurgency • Covers major campaigns during the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars that reflect elements of operational art • Includes
short biographies of key figures that help add depth to readers' understanding of the players behind the battles • Provides a chronology of major
campaigns of the Napoleonic Wars • Uses modern models to examine campaigns of the period
In this detailed study Kevin Kiley looks at artillery in use throughout the Napoleonic period. He examines Napoleons own artillery as well as that
employed by his enemies, and he evaluates the gunners contribution to warfare in the period. By looking at particular battles in detail, Kevin Kiley
shows just how the effective employment of artillery could tip the scales of victory.
From Flintlock to Rifle
The Wars of Napoleon
Guibert
Waterloo 1815
Strategy for Chaos
Games & Puzzles
If there was one man, other than Napoleon himself, who determined the course of the Napoleonic Wars, it was
Jacques-Antoine-Hippolyte, comte de Guibert, the foremost military theorist in France from 1770 to his death in
1790. Taking in the full scope of the times, from the ideas of the Enlightenment to the passions of the French
Revolution, Jonathan Abel’s Guibert is the first book in English to tell the remarkable story of the man who,
through his pen and political activity, truly earned the title of Father of the Grande Armée. In his Essai général de
tactique, published in 1771, Guibert set forth the definitive institutional doctrine for the French army of the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. But unlike many other martial theorists, Guibert, who served in the French
Ministry of War from 1775 to 1777 and again from 1787 to 1789, was able to put his ideas into practice. Drawing
on a wealth of primary source documents—including Guibert’s own papers and the letters and memoirs of his
friends and associates—Jonathan Abel re-creates the temper of an era of great turbulence and remarkable
creativity. More than a military theorist, Guibert was very much a man of his day; he attended salons, wrote
poetry and plays, and was inducted into the Académie française. A fiery figure, he rose and fell from power, lived
and loved fiercely, and died swearing that he would “find justice.” In Abel’s account, Guibert does at last receive
a measure of justice: a thorough, painstakingly documented picture of this complex man in the thick of
extraordinary times, building the foundation for Napoleon's success between 1796 and 1807—and in significant
ways, changing the course of European history.
What was it like to be a soldier on a Napoleonic battlefield? What happened when cavalry regiments charged
directly at one another? What did the generals do during battle? Drawing on memoirs, diaries, and letters of the
time, this dramatic book explores what actually happened in battle and how the participants' feelings and
reactions influenced the outcome. Rory Muir focuses on the dynamics of combat in the age of Napoleon,
enhancing his analysis with vivid accounts of those who were there--the frightened foot soldier, the general in
command, the young cavalry officer whose boils made it impossible to ride, and the smartly dressed aide-decamp, tripped up by his voluminous pantaloons. This book sheds new light on how military tactics worked by
concentrating on the experience of soldiers in the firing line. Muir considers the interaction of artillery, infantry,
and cavalry; the role of the general, subordinate commanders, staff officers, and aides; morale, esprit de corps,
and the role of regimental officers; soldiers' attitudes toward death and feelings about the enemy; the plight of
the wounded; the difficulty of surrendering; and the way victories were finally decided. He discusses the
mechanics of musketry, artillery, and cavalry charges and shows how they influenced the morale, discipline, and
resolution of the opposing armies. This is a volume that will fascinate all readers with an interest in military
history, European history, or the psychology of combat.
The wargaming rules in this book have been designed by the well-known military historian, Paddy Griffith, and
combine simplicity with fun and speed. No less than seven types of wargame are explained: the traditional
skirmish and Divisional games, the brigade game and army level game, which all involve the use of model soldiers
in battles of varying scales; the generalship game, which is concerned with how a general on campaign divides his
time; and finally, a map kriegsspiel and a tactical exerise without troops.
Napoleons Imperial Guard was arguably the most famous military formation to tread the battlefields of Europe.
La Garde Imperial was created on 18 May 1804, and from its origins as a small personal escort, the Guard grew in
size and importance throughout the Napoleonic era. Eventually, it became the tactical reserve of the Grande
Arme, comprising almost a third of Napoleons field forces. The men of the Imperial Guard were the lite of the
First Empire, its officers and men the military aristocracy of post-Revolutionary France.Used only sparingly, the
Guard acquired a reputation of invincibility. Such had become its prestige, when the attacks of the Guard were
repulsed at Waterloo, they signaled not only the defeat of the French army but also the end of an era.In this
magnificent study, unparalleled in depth and scope, the renowned French historian Commandant Henry
Lachouque has produced a lavish and sumptuous work. It combines vivid narrative with valuable and unique
uniform illustrations, including seventy-four full color plates from the Anne S.K. Brown collection, to make The
Anatomy of Glory one of the most important and most sought-after books on military history ever published.
The Background Of Napoleonic Warfare: The Theory Of Military Tactics In Eighteenth-Century France
French Influence on the American Way of Warfare from the War of 1812 to the Outbreak of WWII
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Napoleon: a History of the Art of War
Artillery Of Napoleonic Wars
Grand Strategy in Theory and Practice
The Napoleonic Empire
Austerlitz 1805
From the author's introduction: Ancient battles seize the modern imagination. Far from being forgotten, they have become a significant aspect of popular
culture, prompting a continuing stream of books, feature films, television programs and board and computer games... there is a certain escapist satisfaction in
looking back to an era when conflicts between entire states turned on clear-cut pitched battles between formed armies, lasting just a few hours and spanning
just a few miles of ground. These battles were still unspeakably traumatic and grisly affairs for those involved - at Cannae, Hannibal's men butchered around
two and a half times as many Romans (out of a much smaller overall population) as there were British soldiers killed on the notorious first day of the Somme.
However, as with the great clashes of the Napoleonic era, time has dulled our preoccupation with such awful human consequences, and we tend to focus
instead on the inspired generalship of commanders like Alexander and Caesar and on the intriguing tactical interactions of units such as massed pikemen and
war elephants within the very different military context of pre-gunpowder warfare. Lost Battles takes a new and innovative approach to the battles of
antiquity. Using his experience with conflict simulation, Philip Sabin draws together ancient evidence and modern scholarship to construct a generic, grand
tactical model of the battles as a whole. This model unites a mathematical framework, to capture the movement and combat of the opposing armies, with
human decisions to shape the tactics of the antagonists. Sabin then develops detailed scenarios for 36 individual battles such as Marathon and Cannae, and
uses the comparative structure offered by the generic model to help cast light on which particular interpretations of the ancient sources on issues such as
army size fit in best with the general patterns observed elsewhere. Readers can use the model to experiment for themselves by re-fighting engagements of
their choice, tweaking the scenarios to accord with their own judgment of the evidence, trying out different tactics from those used historically, and seeing
how the battle then plays out. Lost Battles thus offers a unique dynamic insight into ancient warfare, combining academic rigor with the interest and
accessibility of simulation gaming. This book includes access to a downloadable computer simulation where the reader can view the author's simulations as
well create their own.
The remit of this study is to encourage further studies that make an honest and successful effort to achieve synergy between social science and history when
analysing the impact of revolutions in military affairs (RMAs).
From the late Revolutionary Wars and Egyptian campaign, to the battles of Austerlitz, Borodino, Leipzig, and Waterloo, Absolute Emperor is a mass battle
wargame that provides all the rules needed to play during this period of grand armies and sweeping campaigns. Players' armies are composed of multiple
corps, with command and control being of the utmost importance, all influenced by the elan of your general. Do you follow in the footsteps of Napoleon and
be crowned the Absolute Emperor or stand against tyranny as Wellington and Blücher.
Renowned for its accuracy, brevity, and readability, this book has long been the gold standard of concise histories of the Napoleonic Wars. Now in an
updated and revised edition, it is unique in its portrayal of one of the world's great generals as a scrambler who never had a plan, strategic or tactical, that did
not break down or change of necessity in the field. Distinguished historian Owen Connelly argues that Napoleon was the master of the broken play, so
confident of his ability to improvise, cover his own mistakes, and capitalize on those of the enemy that he repeatedly plunged his armies into uncertain,
seemingly desperate situations, only to emerge victorious as he "blundered" to glory. Beginning with a sketch of Napoleon's early life, the book progresses to
his command of artillery at Toulon and the "whiff of grapeshot" in Paris that netted him control of the Army of Italy, where his incredible performance
catapulted him to fame. The author vividly traces Napoleon's campaigns as a general of the French Revolution and emperor of the French, knowledgeably
analyzing each battle's successes and failures. The author depicts Napoleon's "art of war" as a system of engaging the enemy, waiting for him to make a
mistake, improvising a plan on the spot-and winning. Far from detracting from Bonaparte's reputation, his blunders rather made him a great general, a
"natural" who depended on his intuition and ability to read battlefields and his enemy to win. Exploring this neglected aspect of Napoleon's battlefield genius,
Connelly at the same time offers stirring and complete accounts of all the Napoleonic campaigns.
The Anatomy of Glory
Gaming the Past
Father of Napoleon's Grande Armée
War, Strategy and the Modern State, 1792–1914
The Encyclopædia Britannica
The Russian Officer Corps of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars
Under the Shadow of Napoleon

If you are interested in the Napoleonic period of history and like boardgames then this book is for you. The battle of Austerlitz 1805
is creatively reproduced within its pages, it contains all that is required to reproduce a boardgame that is intended to tactically test
your gaming skills and strategically expand your planning abilities. Austerlitz is a chess game of the grandest scale, pieces flow
about the battlefield with deliberate or reactive movement, like any battle you never have complete control. The battle of Austerlitz is
one of Napoleons masterclasses in warfare, his strategic planning, deception and tactical execution allowed him to beat a numerical
superior force. By relinquishing the Pratzen Heights and asking for negotiations, he lulled the Austro-Russian leaders into a ruse that
he had baited. Seeing a weak and indecisive smaller French force in front of them an attack was ordered, the heights were taken,
and the trap was sprung. Unbeknown to the Austro-Russians, Napoleon had the III Corp of Davout that would force march from
Vienna some seventy miles away in forty-eight hours. The date is the 2nd of December 1805 and three emperors are about to
partake in battle. The gameboard is separated into quadrants that fit together to recreate the battlefield of Austerlitz. Counters and
game markers will show the location and current state of all formations across the battlefield. An ingenious game turn sequence
allows for a balanced gameplay without giving an evident advantage to either side. Victory is achieved by seizing objectives,
causing attrition or capturing Napoleon. Rules of engagement have a basic and advanced level of gameplay, the latter introduce,
detachment counters with their specialist roles, formations and optional reactive movement. The inclusion of unique historic events
that occurred within the battle can be played out with an event card, this adds depth and realism to each game.Austerlitz is part of
the Grand Empire series of battles that is creative board gaming in a book, it's when boardgames becomes wargames. Produced to
fit on a small tabletop, its ideal for a rainy day or just a weekend of enjoyment. All you need to recreate history are some six-sided
dice and your imagination.
Absolute EmperorNapoleonic Wargame BattlesBloomsbury Publishing
Fighting Techniques of the Napoleonic World explores the tactics and strategy required to win battles with the technology available
during the Napoleonic period (1789-1815), and points out how the development of such weapons technology changed the face of
the battlefield. Divided into five sections it highlights: - Individual components of the armies: the foot soldier, the cavalryman and the
artilleryman, the equipment they wore and used, and how they fought together. - Technology change, the emergence of military
professionalism, and the impact these changes had on the battlefield. - How units were used together on the battlefield, and
strategic positioning of battle units. - Specialist techniques and equipment developed for artillery. - Naval warfare, from the ships in
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which the men fought to the weapons they carried.
Napoleon and Waterloo
A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature & General Information
Paddy Griffith's Napoleonic Wargaming for Fun
Napoleon's Last Victory and the Emergence of Modern War
Napoleonic Wargame Battles
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